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GDW's Traveller® offers you nothing less than the universe. This award winning role-playing system enables you to visit undreamed of planets, fight unbelievable foes and view scenes that originated beyond the imagination of man.

Grenadier Models has created a series of figure sets, which capture this spirit of galactic adventure. Their use is guaranteed to make this exciting game system even more enjoyable.
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Mercenary Contract

A platoon sized unit of mercenaries is required by the Duke of Katar to perform a raid to destroy an illegal weapons dealing operation on Aldanan. The Duke, whose family has a great deal of influence in the subsector, fears that a member of his own bureaucracy is supporting the illegal operation. To insure secrecy, the Duke will hire the merc's through a trusted aide. See the map inside for the site of the operation and the surrounding terrain.

The referee may also wish to use the options below:
Choose one or, roll 1D
1-3 All is as it is presented above.
4-6 The "trusted aide" is actually working for the illegal weapons dealers. The raid will become a trap for the mercenaries.

The disposition, armament and number of guards involved in the illegal operation should be determined beforehand by the referee. The standard terms for this type of contract should be considered to be in effect.
COMING SOON

Dragon Lords  -  Dragons, Folklore
Fantasy Lords  -  Demons, Wizards
Call of Cthulhu  -  Blister Packs

Adventure Modules

701  -  The Horrible Secret of Monhegan Island. For Call of Cthulhu.
702  -  Cloudland, For Fantasy Role Playing.
703  -  Raid on Rajallapor. For Mercenaries, Spies and Private Eyes.
704  -  Disappearance on Aramat. For Traveller.
705  -  Doomsday with Dr. Love. For Champions.
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